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Summary.- OBJECTIVES: To present the double action a urologist has to consider in front of a Renal cell carcinoma (RCC); on one hand, when the normality of the contralateral kidney is stated and, on the other hand when, forced by the existence of the tumor in a solitary kidney, it is mandatory to perform a surgical technique to preserve renal function.

METHOD: The case of a 43 year-old patient, diabetic who in 1982 underwent left radical nephrectomy for RCC diagnosed during a diagnostic work up for hypertension (HTA). Ten years later an upper pole renal tumor is found in the remaining kidney. Nephron-sparing surgery with in situ hypothermia was performed.

RESULTS: The patient died 18 years after the first surgery and 8 years after the second. Death was due to diabetic decompensation, haemorrhage from a gastric ulcer and “retroperitoneal mass probably pancreatic” that was not characterized.

CONCLUSIONS: The PSA decline, the histology of the prostate during the adenomectomy and the morphometric changes after surgery and at mid-term, advise a more accurate value of PSA in patients who underwent open surgery, in order to detect a carcinoma in the residual prostate gland.
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Resumen.- OBJETIVO: Presentar la doble actuación que se plantea frente a un Carcinoma de Células Renales (CCR), una vez cuando se constata la normalidad del riñón contralateral y, otra, cuando obligados por la existencia del tumor en riñón único, se debe recurrir a alguna técnica que preserve la función renal posterior.

MÉTODO: El caso de una paciente de 43 años, diabética que en 1982 sufrió nefrectomia radical izquierda por CCR diagnosticado al serle estudiada una HTA. Diez años más tarde se descubre tumor renal del hemi-riñón superior derecho por el que se practicó cirugía conservadora con aplicación de “hipotermia in situ” para facilitar la heminefrectomía.

RESULTADO: A los 18 años de la primera cirugía y 8 de la segunda se produjo el fallecimiento de la paciente por descompensación diabética, hemorragias di-
Bilaterality is a recognized fact that it reaches between the 0.4% to 5% of renal cell carcinomas (RCC) corresponding the greater frequency to diseases as Von Hippel Lindau, familiar renal cell carcinoma, acquired quistic disease post dialysis or Birt-Hogg-Dube syndrome. Radical nephrectomy continues being the therapeutic attitude against RCC in cases with normal contralateral kidney. Nevertheless, there are more and more evidences that nephron-sparing surgery in tumors with size inferior to 5 cms of diameter, can reach comparable survival to the radical surgery. Furthermore, series of nephron-sparing surgery (opened or laparoscopic) in larger tumors have been described lately (1,2).

When the circumstance of a RCC in a solitary kidney appears, two are the options that can be adopted: either radical nephrectomy and inclusion of the patient in dialysis program, or nephron-sparing surgery leaving a percentage of functioning kidney enough to maintain the homeostasis. The success of this second option will be basically conditioned by the tumor size, as well as its location within the organ and its dependency of the intrarenal circulation. It will be prudent, therefore, to be able to make some kind of preoperative study of this vascular architecture that allows us to plan the strategy to follow during the surgery. When this surgery is done without having an exact vascular map or the tumoral heterogenicity invades irregularly the vascular territories , it is necessary to “guillotine” equatorially the organ with the consequent risk of haemorrhages and/or fistulas in the post-operative period. At this background it is going to have a decisive importance the time of ischemia that we need to finish this surgery.

CLINICAL REPORT

We present the case of a 43 years old woman with antecedents of diabetes diagnosed two years before and in treatment with hypoglicemic oral treatment. She was also diagnosed of hypertension, initiating a study that include an intravenous urography (IVU) that demonstrated a renal mass in the left kidney. It was also done an angiography (Figure 1) that showed a mass of 10 cms that occupied the mesorenal and hilium areas with an arteriovenous fistula that caused a great vascular pseudoaneurisma. At venous phase of the exploration a remarkable expansion of the exorenal vascularization was observed. With the evidence of a normal contralateral kidney, it was performed a left radical nephrectomy with reduced lymphadenectomy of renal and paraaortic lymph nodes. The patological study showed a 9 cms clear cells RCC, with solid growth and granulomatous areas. The adenopathies were negative only presenting sinus histiocitosis.

The patient remained asymptomatic until an ultrasound exploration, in 1982, when an upper-pole mass is discovered in the remaining kidney. Already thinking about the necessity to perform a nephron-sparing surgery, a complete angiographic study of the vascular architecture of the organ was asked for (Figures 2 and 3). It allowed us to see as the tumor received two direct arterial branches from the renal one, very extrasinusals and other two that irrigated the healthy renal parenchyma that limited the tumor and that we should sacrifice to perform a correct oncological surgical procedure. At 7.07.82 we performed, under hypothermia in situ and vascular perfusion with Collins, the dissection of the renal artery with tie of those four branches already programmed on the renal vascularization (Figure 4). The pathological anatomy report was of 6.5 cms clear cells RCC

FIGURE 1. Aortography: Great tumoral left kidney mass hypervascularised with great arteriovenous aneurismatic fistula. Angiographic normality of the right kidney.
in contact with the perirenal fat tissue and negative lymph nodes. Within the following years the patient entered Internal Medicine (IM) by successive diabetic decompensations being useful to maintain control of his renal pathology by the realization of CT scans that were normal. In a last re-entry in IM by bleeding secondary to a gastric ulcer and lost of weight, it was seen by CT scan a pancreatic retroperitoneal mass. It was not possible to find out the origin of that cause of the death of the patient, 18 and 8 years after her respective renal surgeries.

**COMMENTS**

It is evident that the present case did not pose any doubt in the conduct to follow when the first tumor of the left kidney was found: With a normal contralateral kidney, radical nephrectomy. Years later the situation is different with a tumor in a solitary kidney and, therefore, the indication of forced nephron-sparing surgery. In such circumstance also it is clear that we must remove the tumor with bordering healthy renal parenchyma following the oncological principles and that allows a careful haemostasis that avoids the nonrare complications (4) of haemorrhages and fistulas. For getting that we must control the vascular pedicle.

There are opinions in favor of total clamping of the artery and the vein or only arterial clamping. Such cases depend on the "tolerables" time of ischemia. For that reason they are usually attitudes adopted against tumors of smaller diameter and more peripheral situation. Theorically the ischemia time in normothermia must not go beyond the 30 minutes (5).

As such attitude could force us to extend the surgical time we used the hypothermia in situ with perfusión of Collins liquid (method often used at surgery of kidney transplantation as well as of extracorpora renal surgery) (3) completing the circuit with the clamping and opening of an eyelet in the renal vein (See scheme of the operating sheet in figure 4). It allowed us a careful dissection extending the ischemia in hypothermia until 45' with total functional recovery (Creatinine 0,8 mg/dL to the discharge). In addition it favored the haemostatic stitches given in areas barely

![FIGURES 2 and 3. Selective arteriography of the right renal artery in arterial and posterior phases. Notice the clear implication of individual renal artery branches nutrishing the tumor.](image-url)
provided of arteries by the previous bindings. By all this we think that the study of the vascular architecture of the tumor and the application of hypothermia allowed us to very concretely select the individualized positioning of the bindings and without the pressure time that supposes to work on an ischaemic organ in normotermia, in selected cases. The excellent renal function to the discharge (creatinine 0.8 mg/dL) is a clear exponent of the minim or null aggression on the remaining functioning renal tissue.

CONCLUSIONS

A prospective study is necessary to analyze two groups of patients undergoing prostate adenomectomy, one with a corrected cut-off PSA -in close relation with the PSA density-, to indicate an appropriate biopsy and see its correlation with cancer detection rate. Obviously, the assessment findings will be related to patient's age, in order to consider a real benefit to the patient.
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